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ABSTRACT
Performance Pay, Sorting, and Outsourcing*
Implementing performance pay requires that workers' output be measured. When
measurement costs differ among firms, those with a measurement cost advantage choose to
implement performance pay. They attract the best workers, and both the level and variability
of compensation are higher at these firms than at salary firms. Workers may select firms with
different compensation methods at different stages of their work life. Productive workers start
at performance pay firms and switch to salary firms once their productivity is revealed. The
magnitude of the resulting worker flows depends on the payoff from effort and is therefore
related to the age profile of the wage differential between performance pay and salary firms.
Advantages in measuring worker productivity constitute a plausible explanation for the
emergence of specialized business related service (BRS) firms. Accordingly, BRS firms
should make a much wider use of performance pay and employ better workers than
diversified corporations. Data from the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey confirm the
model's predictions both for the economy at large and for BRS firms.
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Performance Pay, Sorting, and Outsourcing
1 Introduction
Salaries and piece rates are two alternative methods of compensation widely encountered in
practice. Whereas salaries are typically specied in advance and do not depend directly on
a worker's output, piece-rate compensation is based on some measure of a worker's output.
Previous research has established that rms' choice of compensation method depends on their
characteristics and on the environment they face. Lazear [16] shows that piece rates are more
likely in an environment with low monitoring costs and high worker heterogeneity. Noting that
the prevalence of a method of pay is inversely related to the cost of using it, Brown [5] shows
that larger establishments are more likely to use piece rates and that incentive pay is less likely
in jobs with a variety of duties than in jobs with a narrow set of routinized tasks.
Theoretical results predict that piece rates have two eects. The rst is a sorting eect,
derived by Lazear [16]: Productive workers choose to work at piece-rate rms, whereas the
less productive ones select salary rms. The second is an incentive eect: Workers on piece
rate work harder. Both of these eects imply that piece-rate workers should receive a higher
compensation than salary workers, a prediction that has been conrmed empirically in a number
of papers.1
The existing literature emphasizes the impact of worker heterogeneity and of the costs of
monitoring workers in dierent contexts (for example, depending on their tasks) on rms'
choice of compensation methods. Little attention has been paid, however, to the consequences
of heterogeneity among rms on their choice of compensation methods for the same tasks.
Workers' output is often hard to measure, and large dierences in rms' ability to do so can
1 Seiler

[24] reports that piece-rate workers earn 14% more than salary workers and attributes part of this

dierence to a direct incentive eect, part to a compensating dierential for the risk of variation in income. Distinguishing among three dierent methods of pay  standard rates, incentive pay and merit pay (an intermediate
form in which rms do not measure workers' output directly but link their pay to their supervisors' ratings on
past performance)  Brown [6] shows that earnings of incentive-pay workers are on average signicantly higher
than those of standard-rate workers. Somewhat surprisingly, he also nds that earnings of merit-pay workers
are lower than those of standard-pay workers. Based on the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, Ewing
[10] nds that workers whose pay is based on performance earn a substantial wage premium. Using data from
the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, Parent [21] nds incentive eects of about 11%. Paarsch and Shearer
[20] estimate a gain in productivity of 21% associated with paying piece rates rather than xed wages. Lazear
[17] reports a productivity increase of 44% following a switch from salary to piece-rate compensation. Interestingly, he shows that sorting and incentives each account for about half of the overall increase. Prendergast [22]
provides an overview of the theory and evidence on the provision of incentives in rms.
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therefore be expected in practice. How do such dierences in monitoring costs across rms
aect their choice of compensation methods? What are the consequences for the cross-sectional
distribution of workers across rms and the wage distribution in salary and piece rate rms?
Do workers tend to select rms with dierent compensation methods at dierent stages of their
work life? This paper presents a model allowing these and other important questions to be
answered. Among the results of our analysis are:
1. Only rms with the lowest monitoring costs implement performance pay. Firms with
higher monitoring costs select salary as a compensation method. This is because piecerate workers end up paying for monitoring costs through lower wages and are therefore
not willing to work at rms whose monitoring costs are high.
2. Since productive workers self-select into piece-rate rms, these rms have a higher-quality
workforce than salary rms. Moreover, since the earnings of workers active at piece-rate
rms reect individual heterogeneity but those at salary rms do not, the variability of
compensation across workers is higher at piece-rate rms than at salary rms.
3. Workers select rms with dierent compensation methods at dierent stages of their work
life. Productive workers select piece rate rms at the beginning of their work life in order
to signal their ability to salary rms. As time passes and their productivity is revealed,
they switch from piece-rate rms to salary rms. As a result, piece-rate compensation is
more likely for young workers than for older ones.
An empirical analysis based on the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey conrms these predictions: Compensation at piece-rate rms is both signicantly (about 10%) higher and more
variable than that at salary rms and young workers are more likely to receive performance
pay than older ones.
The widespread use of outsourcing for some hard-to-measure tasks provides an interesting
application of this analysis. As will be shown below, the emergence of business related service
(henceforth BRS) rms can be attributed to dierences in measurement costs between BRS
rms and large diversied corporations (hereafter non-BRS rms). Since they typically specialize in the provision of few services, BRS rms are able to measure their workers' output at a
lower cost than non-BRS rms. Moreover, the existence of transactions with customers allows
BRS rms to value workers' output more easily.2 As a result, these rms choose to implement
performance pay.
2 Holmstrom

and Tirole [15] examine the role of external market monitoring for transfer pricing and rms'

organizational form.
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Because of their higher measurement costs, non-BRS rms are unable to compete against
BRS rms in attracting high-productivity workers. Those workers choose to work for BRS
rms, which measure their output and in eect lease them back to non-BRS rms. This occurs
in spite of the fact that nothing in the production technology diers between BRS and nonBRS rms. Because some high-productivity workers switch from BRS rms to non-BRS rms
as their productivity is revealed, BRS rms have a higher proportion of young, productive
workers.
An empirical analysis of the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey data conrms this sorting interpretation of the emergence of BRS rms: BRS rms have a higher proportion of performance
pay than non-BRS rms. Furthermore, even after controlling for observable productivityinuencing characteristics, workers active in BRS rms earn about 8% more than workers
active in non-BRS rms, and the cross-sectional dispersion of wages among them is signicantly higher. Finally, workers active at BRS rms are signicantly younger than those active
at non-BRS rms.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the model and discusses its empirical
implications. Section 3 analyzes the model's predictions for the economy at large using data
from the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey. Section 4 describes the theory's implications for
the emergence of BRS rms and tests them empirically. Section 5 concludes.

2 The Model
2.1 Sorting with Heterogeneous Measurement Costs
Consider an economy similar in spirit to that analyzed in Lazear [16]. There is a large number
of prot-maximizing rms and workers. Workers have ability (or productivity) q which has
distribution function F (q) and density f (q). Information about productivity is asymmetric:
Workers know their productivity, but rms do not. Firms can, however, observe workers'
productivity by incurring some measurement (or monitoring) cost θ.
Assume that although all rms have identical production technologies, they dier in their
ability to measure workers' productivity q . Firms of type i can measure workers' productivity
exactly at a cost of θi per worker.3 Without loss of generality, assume that the measurement
cost θi is increasing in i. In order to make the problem interesting, assume that each rm's
measurement costs and scale of operation are given. (Otherwise, rms with high measurement
costs would simply choose to lower them and rms with low measurement costs to increase
3 The

assumption of perfect observation is made for convenience only and does not aect the results.
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their scale of operation.)
Firms can use two dierent compensation strategies. They can either pay their workers
a xed salary w = S independent of individual output, or they can pay them a piece rate.4
Workers on piece rate receive the output q they produce minus the rm's measurement cost θi ,

w = q − θi , so that the rm makes zero prots.
What is rms' choice of compensation method and the distribution of workers across rms
at equilibrium in this heterogeneous measurement cost setting? Letting S denote the equilibrium salary in the economy, workers that can nd a piece-rate rm i such that q − θi > S
choose to work there rather than at a salary rm. This is the sorting result derived by Lazear
[16]: Productive workers self-select into piece-rate rms, which therefore have a higher-quality
workforce. Since rms compete for workers, only rms with low measurement costs choose to
implement performance pay: There is a critical value of i, i, such that rms of type i < i use
piece rates and rms of type i > i use salary. Firms of type i may use either salary or piece-rate
compensation, depending on the distribution of workers' productivity.5
Thus, at equilibrium, productive workers self-select into low measurement cost rms. Lowproductivity workers are spread in those rms of type i which choose to pay a salary (if any) and
in rms of type i > i. Sorting occurs although nothing inherent in rms' production technology
makes high-productivity workers more suited to work at rms of type i ≤ i. Productive
workers select type i ≤ i rms only because of their comparative advantage in measuring their
productivity.
The equilibrium salary S in this economy can be determined in the same way as in the Lazear
[16] model, accounting for the fact that the marginal worker must be indierent between working
at a piece-rate rm of type i and at a salary rm. Thus, given a salary S , a piece-rate rm will
be preferred by all workers for whom S < q − θi and a salary rm preferred by all workers for
whom S > q − θi . For a given value of S to be an equilibrium, salary rms must make zero
prots given that they employ workers for whom q − θi < S , i.e. q < q ∗ ≡ S ∗ + θi . That is,
one must have

1
S ∗ = E(q|q − θi < S ∗ ) = E(q|q < q ∗ ) =
F (q ∗ )

Zq∗
qf (q)dq

(1)

0
4 Fama

[11] makes the further distinction between time (hourly payos) and salary (the payo does not vary

with hours) and notes that time will tend to be used when information about the ow of eort per unit time is
available to the employer. In this paper, piece rate denotes all forms of performance-related pay and salary
all forms of performance-unrelated pay.
5 Of course, if measurement costs are high even for rms of type 1, it is possible that no rm will choose to
use performance pay. But, as shown in Lazear [16], as long as measurement costs are positive, some rms will
use salaries.
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Since q ∗ = S ∗ − θi , the equilibrium salary S ∗ is given by S ∗ = q ∗ − θi , where q ∗ solves

1
q ∗ − θi = E(q|q < q ∗ ) =
F (q ∗ )

Zq∗
qf (q)dq

(2)

0

Thus, the equilibrium salary is driven by the distribution of worker abilities and rms of type

i's measurement costs only. Other rms' monitoring costs are irrelevant.
The empirical implications of this analysis are the following:
1. First, rms' choice of compensation method should be related to their measurement costs,
with low-measurement cost rms more likely to implement performance pay than high
measurement cost rms. This means that there should be a signicant relationship between the use of incentive pay in a given rm and factors that inuence measurement
costs, such as rm size.6
2. Second, piece-rate rms should employ more productive workers than salary rms. Note
that although they cannot make the salaries they pay contingent on a worker's output,
salary rms can base those wages on workers' observable characteristics (such as the classical human capital variables work experience and education). Therefore, sorting is based
on workers' unobservable productivity-inuencing traits, and the eect of workers' observ-

able characteristics on their expected wage must be taken into account when comparing
the earnings of salary and piece-rate workers.
3. Third, since compensation at piece-rate rms reects heterogeneity in worker productivity
but compensation at salary rms does not, the cross-sectional variability of compensation
should be higher at piece-rate rms than at salary rms. Again, this eect should arise

after conditioning on workers' observable characteristics. Thus, the variance of the wage
function residuals should be higher at piece-rate rms than at salary rms.

2.2 Sorting Through the Work Life and the Role of Eort
The previous section described workers' sorting behavior in a timeless setting. If there are
several periods and workers' output is not independent across periods, then rms can make
their hiring strategy dependent on the worker's employment history, oering better conditions
to workers that are thought to have higher productivity based on their past employment record.
Accordingly, when selecting their employer in a given period, workers take the eect of their
6 As mentioned in the introduction,

Brown [5] shows that large rms are more likely to implement performance

pay.
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choice on subsequent wage oers into account. Hence, one would expect workers to select rms
with dierent compensation methods at dierent stages of their work life. For example, it is
often said that MBA graduates rst spend some time at (often renown consulting) rms in
which a large portion of their income is performance-based, before moving to rms oering
a lower share of performance-related pay. Is there a rationale for such switching behavior?
Can one tell who switches from piece rate rms to salary rms and who doesn't? What is
the implication for the relationship between workers' age and the form of compensation they
receive?
As a rst step towards understanding these issues, suppose that the one-period setup in
Section 2.1 is simply repeated several times. If worker productivity is perfectly correlated across
periods (i.e., constant for a given worker), then salary rms can use the information collected
by piece-rate rms in the rst period to assess it. High-productivity workers are employed
at piece-rate rms in the rst period of their work life in order to have their productivity
measured; they then switch to salary rms for the rest of their work life. Because they do not
incur measurement costs, salary rms are able to attract these workers by oering them higher
compensation than piece-rate rms.7
Piece-rate rms could obviously mimic salary rms' behavior, measuring workers in the rst
period only and then paying them a xed salary for the rest of their work life based on their
output in the rst period. Why doesn't everybody just switch to salary compensation in the
second period? The reason has to do with incentives. When eort has a signicant impact on
worker productivity, some workers will choose to be measured after the rst period as well.
To analyze the impact of incentives on workers' switching behavior, consider a two-period
model in which a worker's productivity is driven by both ability and eort. Letting aj denote
worker j 's ability and ej the eort he puts forth, the worker's output is qj = aj + ej . Worker j 's
cost of eort is assumed to be period-independent and given by C(ej ) = e2j /(2Nj ), where Nj
is some parameter known to the worker but unobservable to rms, with a higher Nj implying
that the worker is hard-working.8 Note that the intuition of the previous section that only
7 Of

course, this will only be possible if the incumbent employer does not have a sizable amount of private

information about worker productivity. This problem is analyzed by Autor [2] in the context of training provided
by temporary help rms. In his model, temporary help rms observe workers' ability during training. They
set wages such that high-ability workers self-select to receive free (but unpaid) training and thus reveal their
productivity, while low-ability workers do not. Incumbent employers' informational advantage about worker
ability generates adverse selection, thereby depressing outside wages and allowing temporary help rms to
recoup their training investment.
8 The structure used here combines the Lazear [16] heterogeneous ability setting with the Brown [5] heterogeneous eort cost setting. Both consider a single-period structure. Lazear [18] uses a similar setup in the context
of promotion decisions.
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rms with low measurement costs implement performance pay still holds. Hence, we let θ = θi
denote the measurement cost that is relevant for our analysis.
As a benchmark, consider what would happen in a one-period setting. If paid a salary S ,
the worker will set eort ej to maximize S − e2j /(2Nj ), implying ej = 0, and derive utility S . If
paid a piece rate, he will seek to maximize

U (ej ) = aj + ej − θ −

e2j
2Nj

(3)

implying e∗j = Nj , and achieve utility

U (e∗j ) = aj +

Nj
−θ
2

(4)

Thus, workers for whom

Nj
−θ >S
(5)
2
choose to work at piece-rate rms, while the others select salary rms. Piece-rate rms now
aj +

employ a mix of high-ability and high-eort workers. Salary rms understand that they employ
lower-ability workers and that workers that are not measured will not put forth eort. They
therefore set a wage

µ
¶
¯
N
j
S = E aj ¯aj +
−θ <S
2

(6)

which is the equivalent of (1) once the impact of eort on output is accounted for.
In a two-period setting, the fact that a worker chose to work at a piece-rate rm in period
1 tells the salary rm something about his ability and cost of eort. Salary rms can therefore
use this information to oer those workers a wage W > S in period 2. To see this, suppose
that there are two levels of ability aL and aH , and two levels of the eort cost parameter, NL
and NH . Assume that NL /2 − θ < 0.9 The payo to the four categories of workers depending
on the compensation structure they choose (salary in both periods, piece rate in both periods,
or piece rate in period 1 and salary in period 2) is summarized in Table 1.10 Depending on
the parameter values, a number of equilibria can arise in this model. What actually happens
depends on the payo from eort (i.e., to what extent eort aects output) and on the degree
of heterogeneity in the cost of eort across workers.
9 This

restriction is innocuous, it simply means that the payo from eort to the low-eort workers is not

sucient to make it worth for them to work on piece rate, i.e. low-eort workers would never wish to be
measured if ability were observable. Without it, all workers will want to be measured in every period in order
to obtain the payo from eort.
10 Obviously, a plan to work at a salary rm in period 1 and switch to a piece-rate rm in period 2 is
dominated by working at a piece-rate rm from the start. The corresponding strategy and payos are therefore
not presented in the table.
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Compensation form
Salary twice

Piece rate and then salary

Piece rate twice

(aL , NL )

2S

aL + NL /2 − θ + W

2(aL + NL /2 − θ)

(aH , NL )

2S

aH + NL /2 − θ + W

2(aH + NL /2 − θ)

(aL , NH )

2S

aL + NH /2 − θ + W

2(aL + NH /2 − θ)

(aH , NH )

2S

aH + NH /2 − θ + W

2(aH + NH /2 − θ)

Worker type

Table 1: Payos to the four dierent worker types as a function of the compensation
form in both periods.

2.2.1 High Payo from Eort
When the payo from eort is high, high-eort workers choose to work at piece-rate rms in
both periods regardless of their ability, i.e., both (aL , NH ) and (aH , NH ) workers select piecerate rms. In contrast, (aL , NL ) workers work at salary rms in both periods, and (aH , NL )
workers work at piece-rate rms in period 1 and switch to salary rms in period 2. To see why
this occurs only when the payo from eort is high, note that given the wages S and W , the
incentive compatibility conditions for workers to self-select in this fashion are
µ
¶
NL
2S > 2 aL +
−θ
2
NL
2S > aL +
−θ+W
2
NL
aH +
− θ + W > 2S
2
µ
¶
NL
NL
aH +
− θ + W > 2 aH +
−θ
2
2
¶
µ
NH
NH
−θ
> aL +
−θ+W
2 aL +
2
2
µ
¶
NH
2 aL +
−θ
> 2S
2
µ
¶
NH
NH
2 aH +
−θ
> aH +
−θ+W
2
2
µ
¶
NH
2 aH +
−θ
> 2S
2

(7)

Since low-ability, low-eort workers are the only ones working at salary rms in both periods,
rms set S = aL . Moreover, since only high-ability, low-eort workers choose to switch to
salary rms in period 2, one has W = aH . Inserting these values into the above constraints
and removing the redundant ones (the rst, fourth, sixth, seventh and eighth), the parameter
8

restrictions for this equilibrium to arise are that

−2(aH − aL ) <

NL
− θ < −(aH − aL )
2

(8)

and

NH
− θ > aH − aL
(9)
2
The rst condition guarantees that low-ability, low-eort workers choose to work at a salary
rm in both periods, while high-ability, low-eort workers choose to work at a piece-rate rm
in the rst period and then switch to a salary rm. The second condition says that the payo
from eort is suciently high for all high-eort workers to wish to be measured, regardless of
their ability. These conditions imply that

aH +

NL
− θ < aL
2

(10)

and

NH
− θ > aH
2
Thus, for this equilibrium to arise, one must have
aH +

aL +

(11)

NL
NH
− θ < aL +
−θ
2
2

(12)

which says that low-ability, high-eort workers must be better o than high-ability, low-eort
workers under a piece-rate scheme. The intuition is that when the payo from eort to higheort workers is high, they do not want to switch to a salary rm in period 2. High-ability,
low-eort workers can therefore distinguish themselves from low-ability, low-eort workers by
working at a piece-rate rm in period 1. Since NL /2 − θ < 0, doing so is costly to them, but it
is worthwhile because of the wage gain that can be achieved in the second period.
It is worth noting that (aH , NL ) workers would not work at a piece-rate rm in a singleperiod context, since aH + NL /2 − θ < aL . The reason they do so in the 2-period setting is
that the measurement cost can be spread over two periods. It therefore becomes worthwhile
for them to bear it in period 1 in order to distinguish themselves from low-ability, low-eort
workers in period 2.11
It turns out that this equilibrium arises when dierences in eort cost among workers have a
stronger impact on their utility than heterogeneity in ability. To see this, combine constraints
(10) and (11) to obtain

11 More

NH − NL
> 2(aH − aL )
2

(13)

generally, high-ability workers will be more inclined to temporarily bear the measurement cost, the

higher the number of years they expect to work at salary rms once their ability has been revealed. This
argument is similar to the classical argument in human capital theory that younger workers benet most from
education because they can amortize it over a longer period of time (Becker [4]).
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Compensation Form
Salary twice

Piece rate and then salary

Piece rate twice

(aL , NL )

10

9

2

(aH , NL )

10

12

8

(aL , NH )

10

17

18

(aH , NH )

10

20

24

Worker type

Table 2: Payos in the numerical example with a high payo from eort. All higheort workers work at piece-rate rms all their work life, while high-ability, low-eort
workers work at piece-rate rms in the rst period to have their ability measured
and then switch to salary rms.
One set of parameters satisfying conditions (8) and (9) is aL = 5, aH = 8, NL = 4, NH = 20
and θ = 6. The resulting payos to the dierent workers with S = aL = 5 and W = aH = 8
are summarized in Table 2. The optimal strategies, marked in bold, indeed demonstrate that
high-ability, low-eort workers choose to be measured in period 1 in order to reveal their ability.
Since their cost of eort is high, however, they choose to switch to a salary rm in period 2.
At any point in time, piece-rate rms employ a mix of workers that just want their ability to
be measured and of workers that want to work hard. However, both groups behave dierently
through time. High-ability, low-eort workers choose to work at piece-rate rms only to reveal
their ability and leave after the rst period. For them, working at a piece-rate rm has the
same function as education in the Spence [25] signalling model. But those workers who work
at piece-rate rms in order to capture the payo of higher eort remain at piece-rate rms all
their work life.
This equilibrium has a number of important implications. First, high-ability, but low-eort
workers switch from piece-rate rms to salary rms between period 1 and period 2. Second,
as workers' age increases, the average ability of salary workers improves, and that of piece-rate
workers deteriorates. But the proportion of hard-working individuals among piece-rate workers
is higher, the older the workers. Third, piece-rate rms employ younger workers.
How about the age prole of the wage dierential between piece-rate and salary workers?
Since switching workers have high ability and aH + NL /2 − θ < aL + NH /2 − θ, average output
per worker rises both for piece-rate workers and for salary workers in period 2, and it is in
general not clear how the wage dierential between both groups of workers depends on their
age. However, if overall employment in the economy is signicantly smaller at piece-rate rms
than that at salary rms, which is the case empirically (see Seiler [24] and Section 3.2 below),
10

then average compensation at salary rms is almost unaected by switching workers, and the
wage dierential between salary and piece-rate workers will increase with workers' age.

2.2.2 Low Payo from Eort
The equilibrium behavior of rms and workers is somewhat dierent when eort only has little
impact on output or when heterogeneity in ability is large compared to heterogeneity in eort
cost. In this case, low-ability workers choose to work at salary rms in both periods, while
high-ability workers choose to work at piece-rate rms in the rst period and switch to salary
rms in the second, regardless of their eort cost. Intuitively, the equilibrium behavior in this
case is similar to the one that arises in a multi-period setting without eort described at the
beginning of Section 2.2.
To see why a low payo from eort is needed for this to occur, note that the incentive
compatibility conditions for this equilibrium to arise are
¶
µ
NL
−θ
2S > 2 aL +
2
NL
2S > aL +
−θ+W
2
NL
aH +
− θ + W > 2S
2
µ
¶
NL
NL
aH +
− θ + W > 2 aH +
−θ
2
2
NH
2S > aL +
−θ+W
2
µ
¶
NH
2S > 2 aL +
−θ
2
NH
aH +
− θ + W > 2S
2
µ
¶
NH
NH
aH +
− θ + W > 2 aH +
−θ
2
2

(14)

Again, since only low-ability workers choose to work at salary rms in both periods and only
high-ability workers work at piece-rate rms in the rst period and salary rms in the second,
one has S = aL and W = aH . Inserting these values into the constraints and removing
the redundant ones (the rst, fourth, sixth and eighth), the parameter restrictions for this
equilibrium to arise are that

−2(aH − aL ) <

NL
− θ < −(aH − aL )
2

(15)

−2(aH − aL ) <

NH
− θ < −(aH − aL )
2

(16)

and

11

The rst condition ensures that low-ability, low-eort workers work at salary rms in both periods and high-ability, low-eort workers switch from piece-rate rms to salary rms. The second
ensures the same behavior from low-ability, high-eort and high-ability, high-eort workers, respectively.12 It is instructive to contrast condition (16) with the corresponding one when the
payo from eort is high, (8). When (16) is satised, sorting occurs because high-eort workers
would never wish to be measured for eort reasons alone. When (8) is satised, on the other
hand, sorting occurs because all high-eort workers wish to be measured, regardless of their
ability.
Note that constraint (16) implies that

NH
− θ < aL
(17)
2
This condition means that the payo from eort is so low that no worker would ever choose
aH +

to work at a piece rate rm in a single-period context. Moreover, workers would never choose
to be measured for eort reasons  the only reason they do is to reveal their ability. In the
two-period context, measurement takes place because its cost can be spread over two periods.
Since high-eort, low-ability workers work at salary rms in both periods, high-ability workers
can distinguish themselves by working at a piece-rate rm in period 1. However, since the net
payo from eort (after accounting for measurement costs) is negative, they switch to a salary
rm in period 2.
As in the case where the payo from eort is high, the conditions for the equilibrium to arise
can be interpreted in terms of eort cost heterogeneity. Combining (15) and (16), one obtains

NH − NL
< aH − aL
(18)
2
implying that the equilibrium will only arise if heterogeneity in eort cost is small compared
to heterogeneity in ability: When eort does not matter too much for output, the fact that a
worker selected to work at a piece-rate rm in the rst period reveals that his ability is high.
Again, a numerical example is instructive. One set of parameters satisfying (15) and (16)
is aL = 5, aH = 8, NL = 4, NH = 5 and θ = 6. The resulting payos to the dierent workers
with S = aL = 5 and W = aH = 8 are summarized in Table 3. The optimal strategies, marked
in bold, indeed demonstrate that when heterogeneity in eort cost is low, high-ability workers
choose to be measured in period 1 in order to reveal their ability, regardless of their eort cost.
Since the net payo from eort is negative, however, they switch to a salary rm in period 2.
Low-ability workers work at salary rms throughout.
12 One

can check that there are no parameter values such that high-ability, high-eort workers would choose

to stay at piece-rate rms in period 2 and all other workers behave as described here. Indeed, the incentive
compatibility constraints for high-ability, high-eort workers would then imply that NH /2−θ > 0, contradicting
the sixth constraint.
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Compensation Form
Salary twice

Piece rate and then salary

Piece rate twice

(aL , NL )

10

9

2

(aH , NL )

10

12

8

(aL , NH )

10

9.5

3

(aH , NH )

10

12.5

9

Worker type

Table 3: Payos in the numerical example with a high payo from eort. Highability workers work at piece-rate rms only to reveal their ability and then switch
to salary rms. Low-ability workers work at salary rms throughout.
The implications of workers' equilibrium behavior when the payo from eort is high are very
similar to the ones when the payo from eort is low. First, high-ability workers switch from
piece-rate rms to salary rms in period 2. Second, the ability mix of workers at salary rms
improves as workers' age increases. Finally, piece-rate rms employ only young workers. (This
is a stronger eect than in Section 2.2.1, but taking the model less literally, the implication is the
same: piece-rate rms employ younger workers.) The dierence compared to the equilibrium
when the payo from eort is high is that here, the wage dierential between piece-rate and
salary workers unambiguously decreases with workers' age.

2.2.3 Intermediate Payo from Eort
The equilibria discussed so far arise when the payo from eort is either very low (so that
high-eort workers would never wish to be measured in a one-period context) or very high (so
that high-eort workers would always want to be measured). Only then does working at a
piece-rate rm in period 1 and being willing to switch to a salary rm in period 2 guarantee
that a worker has high ability, thus allowing salary rms to sort workers even if they do not
observe the compensation paid those workers by piece-rate rms in the rst period. In the
intermediate case in which eort is important but does not dominate ability completely, salary
rms are unable to distinguish high-ability from low-ability workers based on where they were
employed in the rst period and face an adverse selection problem. They may, however, be able
to separate both groups if the compensation paid by the piece-rate rm is observable.
To see this, suppose again that the condition

−2(aH − aL ) <

NL
− θ < −(aH − aL )
2
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(19)

is satised, but that neither of the conditions on NH /2 − θ are met, i.e., one has

aH − aL >

NH
− θ > −(aH − aL )
2

(20)

This means that working at a piece-rate rm is neither attractive enough for low-ability, higheort workers to want to do so anyway, nor is it unattractive enough to deter them from doing
so if this allows them to earn W = aH in the second period.
How could salary rms use the wage to distinguish low-ability, high-eort workers from
high-ability, low-eort ones? One way they can do this is to oer W = aH in period 2 only
if the worker achieved some minimum compensation level W ∗ in period 1 (and oer S = aL
otherwise). The wage standard W ∗ must be such that high-ability, low-eort workers prefer
working hard in period 1 and obtaining W = aH in period 2 to both (i) getting the salary

S = aL throughout and (ii) working at a piece-rate rm throughout. Using the fact that
compensation at piece-rate rms equals W ∗ = aH + ej − θ, one has ej = W ∗ − aH + θ, and this
condition can be written as

· µ
¶
¸
(W ∗ − aH + θ)2
NL
W −
+ aH > max 2 aH +
− θ , 2aL = 2aL
2NL
2
∗

(21)

where the equality follows from (19).
At the same time, the wage standard W ∗ must be high enough to deter low-ability, higheort workers from working hard enough to achieve W ∗ in the rst period in order to obtain a
salary W = aH in the second. These workers' utility from getting the salary S = aL twice or
from working two periods at a piece-rate rm must be higher. Formally,
· µ
¶
¸
(W ∗ − aL + θ)2
NH
∗
W −
+ aH < max 2 aL +
− θ , 2aL
2NH
2

(22)

This sorting scheme may work because, although eort is more costly to the high-ability, loweort workers than to the low-ability, high-eort workers, low-ability workers need to put forth

more eort than high-ability workers to achieve a given W ∗ . This suggests that this scheme
will break down when the eort cost of high-eort workers becomes very low, i.e. when NH
exceeds a certain value.
To show this formally, note rst that the scheme will necessarily fail if, under a piece-rate
system, (aL , NH ) workers have both higher wages and higher utility than (aH , NL ) workers when
both work the ecient amount. This is because additional eort beyond the ecient amount
is more costly to (aH , NL ) workers than to (aL , NH ) workers, and the former must put forth
more eort than the latter to achieve W ∗ . Thus, salary rms will be unable to sort workers if
both the wage condition

aL + NH − θ > aH + NL − θ
14

(23)

and the utility condition

NH
NL
− θ > aH +
−θ
2
2
are satised. These conditions can be rewritten as
aL +

(24)

NH
aH − aL NL
−θ >
+
−θ
2
2
2

(25)

and

NH
NL
− θ > aH − aL +
−θ
2
2
Noting that (25) is redundant, the sorting scheme will break down whenever
NH
NL
− θ > aH − aL +
−θ ≡φ
2
2

(26)

(27)

where φ < 0 since NL /2−θ < −(aH −aL ). Therefore, the scheme can only work if NH /2−θ < 0,
which implies that (22) can be rewritten as

W∗ −

(W ∗ − aL + θ)2
+ aH < 2aL
2NH

Solving (21) and (28) for W ∗ implies that W ∗ must satisfy the conditions
r
p
NL
W ∗ < W1∗ = aH + NL − θ + 2NL 2(aH − aL ) +
−θ
2
and

p

(28)

(29)

r

NH
−θ
(30)
2
Sorting will break down whenever the feasible range for W ∗ is empty, i.e. whenever W2∗ > W1∗ .
∗

W >

W2∗

= aL + NH − θ +

2NH

aH − aL +

Since ∂W2∗ /∂NH > 0, this will occur whenever
µ
1
∗
2(aH − aL )3 + (5NL − θ)(aH − aL )2 − 6NL θ(aH − aL )
NH > N H =
2 (2(aH − aL ) − θ)2
r
¶
p
NL
2
−θ
(31)
+2NL θ + (aH − aL )(3(aH − aL ) − 2θ) 2NL 2(aH − aL ) +
2
In the special case in which θ = 2(aH − aL ), this expression simplies to

NH >

NH∗

¡
¢2
2NL + 2θ
(2NL + aH − aL )2
=
=
4NL
4NL

(32)

Thus, rms are able to use the wage standard to sort workers when NH /2 − θ > −(aH − aL ), i.e.

NH > 2(θ − (aH − aL )) but NH < NH∗ . When NH increases beyond NH∗ , it becomes impossible
to prevent (aL , NH ) workers from pretending to be (aH , NL ) workers by using a wage standard,
and the sorting scheme breaks down.
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0
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5

10

Required Wage in Period 1

Figure 1: Sorting workers by requiring a minimum compensation level in period 1.
Figure 1 illustrates how the wage standard mechanism works for the case aL = 5, aH = 8,

NL = 4, NH = 7 and θ = 6 (note that in this case, NH < NH∗ = 121/16 = 7.5625). For
each of the four groups of workers, the solid line depicts the two-period utility for each level of
the required wage W ∗ if workers that achieve W ∗ in the rst period receive aH in the second.
The dashed line shows the utility achieved by working both periods at the piece-rate rm,
and the dotted line that from working both periods at the salary rm. The adverse selection
problem the salary rm faces arises because, if workers set their eort optimally (i.e., achieve
the maximum of the solid line), both high-ability, low-eort workers and low-ability, high-eort
workers would choose to work at a piece-rate rm in period 1 and then switch to a salary rm.
√
However, by requiring W ∗ > W2∗ = 6 + 7 = 8.6458, which is feasible since W1∗ = 10, the
salary rm can induce low-ability, high-eort workers to work both periods at the salary rm
without deterring high-ability, low-eort workers from working at the piece-rate rm in period
1 and at the salary rm in period 2. At equilibrium, low-ability workers work at salary rms,
regardless of their eort cost, while high-ability workers work at the piece-rate rm in period 1
and at the salary rm in period 2.
The implications of equilibrium behavior in this intermediate setting are the same as when
the payo from eort is low: High-ability workers switch from piece-rate rms to salary rms.
The ability mix of workers at salary rms improves as workers' age increases. Finally, piece-rate
rms employ younger workers than salary rms. A key dierence, however, is that high-ability,
16

low-eort workers are induced to put forth too much eort in period 1. Since worker ows are
identical to those in the case of a low payo from eort, one can expect the wage dierential
between piece-rate and salary workers to fall with workers' age.13

2.2.4 Empirical Implications
The main empirical prediction of the model for workers' sorting behavior through their work
life is unambiguous: Regardless of the payo from eort, some high-ability workers will switch
from piece-rate to salary rms through time. This means that young workers should be more
likely to be on piece-rate, a prediction that can be tested empirically.
Although the payo from eort does not aect the existence of worker ows from piece-rate
to salary rms, it does aect their magnitude, the characteristics of switching workers, and
therefore the age prole of the wage dierential between piece-rate and salary workers. If the
payo from eort is high enough so that high-eort workers do not switch, then the wage
dierential increases with age. If this payo is low, then all workers switch once their output
has been measured, and the wage dierential decreases with age. This means that if worker
ows from piece-rate rms to salary rms are high (low), then the wage dierential should
decrease (increase) with workers' age. This relationship can be investigated empirically.

3 Empirical Analysis
3.1 Data
The data used in this study come from the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey (SWSS, Lohnstrukturerhebung). This representative and nation-wide survey is conducted every two years
by the Swiss Federal Statistical Oce (SFSO). It is an establishment survey, i.e., the questionnaires are lled out by personnel ocers in each rm. Firms with 2 to 19 employees must
report on all their employees, rms with 20 to 49 employees on at least 50% of their employees,
and rms with more than 49 workers on at least 1/6th of their workforce. Employees within
rms are selected at random. We restrict our analysis to men between the age of 20 and 65 employed in private-sector rms with at least 10 employees.14 The sample size is equal to 185,016
13 Accounting

for the fact that not all high-ability workers switch in practice and for the fact that those

planning to switch are overworked in the rst period does not alter this conclusion.
14 We restrict our analysis to rms with at least 10 employees since reporting in rms with few employees was
not always complete (see Prey [23]). Data on public-sector rms was not available. We omit women from our
analysis in order to avoid selection issues associated with women's employment decision. The employment rate
of women in Switzerland is about 60% and there is ample evidence that the employment decision is non-random.
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individuals of which 72,675 are employed in rms using performance pay. These individuals
belong to 3,311 establishments of which 1,282 make use of performance pay. The questionnaire
covers a number of topics such as payment, job characteristics, working time, tenure, rm size,
and industry (see SFSO [27]). The response rate in the survey is 83%.
This data set has two features which make it particularly valuable for an analysis of the
issues we are concerned with in this paper: First, the sample size is very large, thus enabling a
detailed analysis of dierent industries. Second, the wage data come from establishment records
(many rms le electronically), are not subject to recall error, and are extraordinarily reliable.
This also applies to the information on the characteristics of a certain job.

3.2 Descriptive Statistics
Sample means for rms using and not using performance pay and the result of equality-of-means
tests are presented in Table 4. Overall, 61% of rms do not use performance pay. Both the
average monthly wage15 and its standard deviation are higher at rms using performance pay
than at salary rms.16 On average, performance pay rms are signicantly larger than salary
rms.17 The average age and the total work experience of workers active at performance pay
rms and at salary rms are similar. Although this would at rst sight seem to contradict the
model's prediction, the data in Table 4 actually support it. Indeed, although the multi-period
sorting argument presented in Section 2.2 is cast in terms of worker age, prior work experience
provides a better indication of switching behavior than age itself. If performance pay workers
tend to switch to salary rms, then one should expect prior work experience of salary workers
to be higher than that of performance pay workers. Table 4 shows that such is the case. Thus,
the model's predictions are borne out by the simple statistics.

3.3 Compensation Form and Wages
The model predicts that performance pay should have a positive impact on the level and crosssectional variability of compensation. These predictions are tested by estimating wage functions
for the logarithm of the standardized monthly wage that include a dummy variable identifying
rms using performance pay. The results are presented in Table 5. They demonstrate that the
See, for example, Diekmann and Engelhardt [9].
15 All wages are standardized to monthly, full-time equivalent values by the SFSO, where full-time is dened
as 4.3 workweeks per month at 40 hours per week. Wages include social security contributions, extra payments
(e.g., for shift workers), and bonus pay.
16 The reported standard deviation is the average value of the within-rm standard deviation, weighted by
the number of workers in each rm.
17 Brown [5] documents a positive relationship between rm size and incentive pay.
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Without perf. pay

With perf. pay

p-Value

Age

40.388

40.645

0.519

Schooling in years

11.874

12.450

0.000

Tenure in years

10.185

11.989

0.000

Prior experience in years

11.538

9.698

0.000

Total work experience in years

21.723

21.687

0.683

0.348

0.420

0.000

Foreign worker - seasonal workera

0.012

0.002

0.000

Foreign worker - othera

0.300

0.238

0.000

0.924

0.947

0.012

0.042

0.023

0.000

0.028

0.006

0.000

Standardized monthly wage

5942.511

7774.081

0.000

Standard deviation of monthly wage

2572.016

4047.897

0.000

0

0.060

0.000

Average rm size

142.688

361.252

0.000

Number of workers

112341

72675

2029

1282

Supervisory position

a

Full-time: 90-100% employment
Part-time: 50-90% employment

a

a

Part-time: < 50% employmenta

Performance pay as % of total pay

Number of rms
a

dummy variables.

Table 4: Sample means for rms using and not using performance pay.
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level of compensation is about exp(0.101)−1 = 10.6% higher at rms implementing performance
pay than at salary rms.18
In order to test the prediction that the cross-sectional wage dispersion is larger at rms implementing performance pay than at salary rms, the standard deviations of the wage function
residuals for both groups of workers are computed, yielding σpiece rate = 0.258 and σsalary = 0.240.
2
2
The quotient σpiece
rate /σsalary follows an F distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the

number of observations in both samples minus unity (126,017 and 58,997, respectively). The
quotient value of 1.155 is statistically signicant at the 5% level, conrming the model's prediction.

3.4 Compensation Form and Age
The model's prediction that younger workers are more likely to be on piece rate is tested
by running a logistic regression in which the dependent variable has a value equal to one if
the respondent receives performance pay, and equal to zero otherwise. Two regressions are
estimated: the rst uses age as an explanatory variable, the second prior work experience.
The use of prior experience instead of age aims at controlling for the fact that some workers
start working later than others because they spend more years in education. Besides age or
experience, the likelihood that a worker receives performance pay can be expected to depend on
his hierarchical position and his tenure in the rm, as well as on the rm's size. These factors
are therefore controlled for in the regressions.
The results of both the age and the experience regressions are presented in Table 6. As
predicted by the theoretical model, the inclination to receive performance pay decreases with
age. Furthermore, these results are robust to the use of experience instead of age as a regressor.
However, both the age and the experience coecient are small, suggesting that the ows of
workers from salary to piece-rate rms are weak.
As mentioned at the end of Section 2.2.4, worker ows are weak when the payo from eort
is high and high-eort workers therefore do not switch to salary rms. In this case, the model
predicts that the wage dierential between performance pay and salary rms should increase
with workers' age. Figure 2, which depicts the average monthly wage for workers active at
salary and performance pay rms, conrms this prediction. Estimating wage functions that
include an interaction term between performance pay and total work experience  the sum of
prior experience and tenure  as an additional regressor reveals that the increase in the wage
dierential is highly signicant, with a t-value of 15.320. Thus, all of the model's predictions
18 Seiler

[24] also reports higher wage levels and dispersion at piece-rate rms, but his wage functions do not

include the standard human capital variables.
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Mean
Constant

Coecient
7.280
(0.004)

Prior experience in years

9.814

0.023
(0.001)

2

−3

Prior experience · 10

170.682

−0.446
(0.001)

Tenure in years

12.617

0.018
(0.003)

Tenure2 · 10−3

259.851

−0.201
(0.087)

Years schooling

12.356

0.074
(0.001)

Supervisory positiona

0.312

0.197
(0.001)

Log rm size

6.858

0.002
(0.000)

Foreign worker - seasonal workera

0.005

−0.129
(0.009)

Foreign worker - othera

0.255

−0.026
(0.001)

Part-time: 50-90% employment

a

0.028

−0.059
(0.004)

Part-time: < 50% employmenta

0.015

−0.097
(0.005)

Performance pay

a

0.681

0.101
(0.001)

Number of observations

185016

2

0.533

Adjusted R

Note: the dependent variable is equal to the natural logarithm of the standardized monthly
wage.
a
dummy variables.

Table 5: Wages and performance pay (standard errors in parentheses).
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Constant
Age

Age regression

Experience regression

−3.902

−3.920

(0.039)

(0.037)

−0.003
(0.001)

Prior experience in years

−0.003
(0.001)

Tenure in years

0.017

0.017

(0.001)

(0.001)

0.087

0.090

(0.002)

(0.002)

0.091

0.091

(0.012)

(0.012)

0.317

0.317

(0.003)

(0.003)

Number of observations

185016

185016

Pseudo R2 (Nagelkerke)

0.133

0.133

Years schooling
Supervisory positiona
Log rm size

a

dummy variable.

Table 6: The relationship between age/experience and the inclination to receive
performance pay (standard errors in parentheses).
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Figure 2: Average monthly wage for workers at salary and performance pay rms.
are borne out in the data.

4 Worker Sorting and Outsourcing in Business Related
Services
4.1 Theory
A striking phenomenon of the recent history is the increased purchase by diversied corporations of business related services from specialized rms.19 The classical explanation for this
phenomenon is based on specialization and economies of scale. According to this view, the reason that large diversied corporations hire management consulting and other business related
services (BRS) rms is that they do not have enough specialized tasks to perform in order to
19 Clinton

[7] reports that rms have signicantly increased their purchases of services relative to directly

hiring labor. Employment in business services has grown by 5.8% annually between 1988 and 1996, compared
with 1.6% for total U.S. nonfarm employment. Business services account for more than 22% of the 14.3 million
jobs created during the period. Along similar lines, Autor [3] notes that, between 1979 and 1995, the temporary
help supply industry in the United States grew ve times more rapidly than U.S. nonfarm employment.
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justify organizing these activities internally.20
In an analysis of rms' contracting out behavior, Abraham and Taylor [1] nd that smaller
establishments are more likely to contract out, suggesting that economies of scale in the provision of business related services do play a role in the emergence of BRS rms. However,
many large corporations have budgets for business related services in the hundreds of millions
every year, raising doubts as to the validity of the economies of scale argument. Clearly, one
could argue that such rms in fact hire many dierent BRS rms to perform a large number of
distinct, very specialized tasks. Although there is certainly some truth to this argument, rms
often purchase large amounts of similar consulting, programming, catering or janitorial services
from the same rms for several years. Furthermore, these services are often being produced by
the same teams of workers by those rms. This suggests that specialization in many cases does
not constitute the actual reason for rms' decision to outsource these tasks.
The analysis presented above can help to shed some light on the reasons for the widespread
purchase of business related services. Some of these services, such as accounting and management consulting, are very hard to measure and their production typically requires high-ability
individuals. As was shown above, however, such employees will be attracted by rms implementing performance pay. Firms that are highly specialized in the provision of a small number
of services will be able to measure performance at lower cost per worker. Imagine an executive
of a large diversied corporation trying to measure the output of a very specialized worker.
Due to lack of domain knowledge, he will be unable to do so eectively at low cost. However,
a manager of a specialized rm spending most of his own time worrying about similar issues
will quickly and easily get a sense of the worker's performance.21 As a result of this measurement cost advantage, specialized rms can use performance pay to attract high-productivity
20 Grossman

and Helpman [13] consider the tradeo between the costs of running a large and less specialized

organization and the costs that arise from the need to search for a trading partner and incomplete contracting
to explain rms' choice between outsourcing and in-house production. Along similar lines, Deavers [8] reports
that rms' outsourcing decisions are driven by a search for exibility and a need to focus on core competencies.
Transaction costs and incomplete contracts are widespread explanations for outsourcing in the literature (see
for example Williamson [28] and Grossman and Hart [14]).
21 The literature provides a number of reasons for this. Geanakoplos and Milgrom [12] analyze the impact of the
limits to people's ability to process information on the design of hierarchical structures. McAfee and McMillan
[19] show that under asymmetric information, employees capture informational rents that become larger, the
larger the number of levels in the hierarchy. Since diversied rms will require additional hierarchical levels, an
immediate implication of their analysis is that production costs of diversied rms will be larger than those of
specialized ones. Another result they establish which, although not based on measurement cost considerations,
is relevant to the present study is that smaller organizations are more likely to use piece-rate compensation than
large ones. Stigler [26] makes a similar prediction, arguing that large employers have a signicant disadvantage
in monitoring workers. Brown [5] provides an empirical analysis of the issue.
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workers and then in eect lease them back to diversied corporations by providing business
related services.22 Thus, outsourcing of tasks to specialized rms can occur in spite of the fact
that nothing inherent to the production technology makes external production more advantageous; external production arises solely because of dierences in measurement costs between
specialized and diversied rms.
The widespread use by BRS rms of non-compete clauses preventing their employees to
accept job oers from one of the rm's customers is completely in line with this interpretation.
Such clauses would be redundant if outsourcing were driven by real dierences in production
technology. In this case, workers would have a higher productivity at BRS rms than at nonBRS rms and would therefore have no incentive to leave a BRS rm for a non-BRS rm.
However, because of the worker ows discussed in Section 2.2, non-compete clauses become
especially important if BRS rms' main role consists in measuring workers' productivity.
Although such non-compete clauses do restrict worker mobility across rms, they are often
hard to enforce, and some ow of measured workers from piece-rate to salary rms can be
expected to occur through time as productivity is revealed. Such ows are especially likely
from BRS rms to some of their customers due to the fact that in many jurisdictions, noncompete clauses can only be enforced against the rm's competitors but not against its clients.23
The existence of these ows, which is conrmed by anecdotal evidence in these markets,
has an important empirical implication: the mix of workers should dier between BRS rms
and non-BRS rms, with the former having a higher proportion of young, highly productive
workers. Furthermore, and as mentioned in Section 2.2.4, whether the wage dierential between
piece-rate and salary workers increases or decreases with workers' age will depend on how strong
worker ows are.24
To sum up, the empirical implications of dierences in measurement costs and practices
between BRS and non-BRS rms are the following:
1. BRS rms have a higher degree of specialization than non-BRS rms, which is reected
in a narrower range of tasks.
22 Fama

[11] makes the interesting observation that professional-service rms in law and business consulting

usually pay their workers a combination of salary and an incentive payo, but charge their clients for worker
services on an hourly basis. He interprets billing for hours as a simple way to signal the rm's perception of
output to its clients.
23 This is for example the case in California and in Switzerland.
24 A further consequence of these worker ows is that the variability of compensation for the switching workers
should be larger than that of workers who were working at salary rms from the beginning, but lower than that
of workers active at piece-rate rms. This is because although past performance is valuable in predicting future
performance, it does not allow to do so perfectly. However, testing this prediction accurately would require a
panel with which one could identify the switching workers.
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2. The share of performance-related compensation is higher at BRS rms than at non-BRS
rms.
3. Workers employed in BRS rms have higher productivity and therefore higher income
than those active in non-BRS rms.
4. Workers employed in BRS rms have a compensation which has higher cross-sectional
variation than those active in other rms.
5. Workers employed in BRS rms tend to be younger than those active in other rms.

4.2 Empirical Analysis
4.2.1 Descriptive Statistics
Table 7 presents descriptive statistics for BRS and non-BRS rms. Employees at BRS rms
are younger, have more years schooling, lower levels of both prior work experience and tenure,
and are more seldom foreigners. Both the average standardized monthly wage and its standard
deviation are higher in BRS rms than in non-BRS rms. Furthermore, performance pay
accounts for a larger share of total pay in BRS than in non-BRS rms, and BRS rms tend to
be smaller. Thus, here again, the model's predictions are conrmed by the descriptive statistics.

4.2.2 Task Specialization in BRS and Non-BRS Firms
BRS rms should have a higher degree of specialization than non-BRS rms, which should be
reected in a narrower set of tasks performed by their workers. In order to test this hypothesis,
rms' degree of specialization is measured using both the Herndahl index and the entropy of
the distribution of the number of workers performing each task in the rm. Letting ni,j denote
the number of workers performing tasks of type j in rm i and ni the total number of workers
employed by rm i, the entropy of rm i, Ei , is given by
X ni,j µ ni,j ¶
Ei ≡ −
ln
n
ni
i
j

(33)

Note that in contrast to the Herndahl index, higher entropy implies lower specialization.
Table 8 reports both the unweighted and weighted average entropy and Herndahl index
values of BRS and non-BRS rms. As can be seen, the average entropy of BRS rms is lower
than that of non-BRS rms, while the Herndahl index values are higher (some dierences are,
however, only signicant at the 10% level based on standard t-tests). This suggests that BRS
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BRS rms

Non-BRS rms

p-Value

Age

39.467

40.990

0.028

Schooling in years

13.483

12.103

0.000

Tenure in years

8.943

10.885

0.000

Prior experience in years

10.206

11.199

0.000

19.149

22.084

0.000

0.003

0.098

0.000

0.209

0.290

0.000

Full-time: 90-100% employmenta

0.878

0.944

0.000

Part-time: 50-90% employmenta

0.060

0.036

0.000

Part-time: < 50% employment

0.062

0.020

0.000

7428.252

6478.698

0.000

5060.655

3252.496

0.000

0.411

0.392

0.002

0.024

0.016

0.000

134.008

235.100

0.000

Number of workers

6582

178434

Number of rms

255

3056

Total work experience in years
Foreign worker - seasonal worker
Foreign worker - other

a

a

a

Standardized monthly wage
Standard deviation of monthly wage
% receiving performance pay

a

Performance pay as % of total paya
Average rm size

a

dummy variables.

Table 7: Sample means for BRS and non-BRS rms.

BRS Firms

Non-BRS Firms

Dierence

p-Value

Unweighted Average Entropy

0.7864

0.8706

0.0842

0.032

Weighted Average Entropy

0.9367

1.2148

0.2781

0.101

Unweighted Herndahl Index

0.5804

0.5482

−0.0322

0.080

Weighted Herndahl Index

0.5462

0.3503

−0.1959

0.091

Table 8: Entropy and Herndahl index values for BRS and non-BRS rms.
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Figure 3: Distribution of the entropy and Herndahl index values of tasks in BRS
and in non-BRS rms.
rms indeed have a higher degree of task specialization than non-BRS rms, i.e. BRS rms'
workforce performs a narrower set of tasks than workers active at non-BRS rms.
Closer examination of this data, however, reveals that entropy and Herndahl index values
are not normally distributed, as can be seen in Figure 3. The Smirnov-Kolmogorov normality
test statistic has a value of 5.995 and 6.532 for the entropy and Herndahl measures, respectively, which are signicant at the 1% level. The plot also suggests that the entropy distribution
of BRS rms lies to the left of that of non-BRS rms, and the Herndahl index distribution to
the right. For entropy, a Smirnov-Kolmogorov test for rst-order stochastic dominance yields
a χ22 value of 10.27, which is signicant at the 1% level, conrming that entropy is lower at
BRS rms than at non-BRS rms. For the Herndahl index, the χ22 statistic is 6.50, which
is signicant at the 5% level, conrming that the Herndahl index values are higher at BRS
rms than at non-BRS rms. Thus, the conclusion that BRS rms are more specialized than
non-BRS rms is robust to the non-normality of the data.

4.2.3 Proportion of Incentive Pay
In order to test the hypothesis that the share of performance-related pay is higher at BRS
rms than at non-BRS rms, the empirical distribution of the share of performance-related
compensation (dened as the sum of provisions, bonuses contingent on prots or sales, and
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Figure 4: Distribution of the proportion of incentive pay for workers in BRS and in
non-BRS rms.
other performance-related payments) to total compensation for each worker is computed. If
the hypothesis is true, then the distribution for BRS workers should lie to the right of that for
non-BRS workers.
Figure 4 depicts the distribution of the proportion of incentive pay to total compensation for
workers active at BRS and non-BRS rms. Overall, BRS rms tend to pay a higher proportion
of compensation in the form of incentive pay. A Smirnov-Kolmogorov test conrms that the
proportion of incentive pay is higher at BRS rms than at non-BRS rms, with a highly
signicant χ22 value of 144.91.

4.2.4 Productivity and Income
The model predicts that workers active at BRS rms should have higher unobserved productivity than those active at non-BRS rms. In order to test this hypothesis, we estimate an extended
wage equation including the standard human capital variables (education, experience, tenure,
and management position), controlling for other observable factors (working time, rm size and
foreigner status) and including a dummy variable that identies workers active at BRS rms.
The results are presented in Table 9. The coecient of the BRS-dummy variable is positive
and highly signicant (coecient = 0.076; t-value = 23.175). Thus, after controlling for observable characteristics, workers active at BRS rms earn on average exp(0.076) − 1 = 7.9%
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Figure 5: Distribution of unobserved productivity for workers in BRS and in nonBRS rms.
more than those active at non-BRS rms. This eect is illustrated in Figure 5, which depicts
the distribution of workers' unobserved productivity in BRS and non-BRS rms. (For the former, unobserved productivity is taken to be the sum of the BRS dummy variable and of the
wage equation residual.) Figure 5 also suggests that the variability of unobserved productivity
is larger at BRS rms than at non-BRS rms. This prediction of the model will be tested
formally in Section 4.2.5.
If measurement costs are the reason for wage dierences between BRS and non-BRS rms,
then one would expect these dierences to be stronger for tasks or jobs where productivity is
dicult to measure. Table 10 reports the average wage dierential between workers active at
BRS and non-BRS rms both for all tasks as well as for those tasks in which a sucient number
of observations is available.25 As mentioned earlier, averaged over all tasks, BRS rms pay about
7.9% more than non-BRS rms. If the individual tasks are considered, it becomes apparent
that BRS rms pay signicantly more for those tasks which are hard to measure  accounting,
nance, consulting, research and computer programming  with wage premia ranging from
about 6 to over 11%. However, there is no signicant wage premium for transportation and
25 Table

10 considers the 13 tasks for which at least 50 observations are available in the BRS rms sample. The

tasks not included in Table 10 are the following: (1) strategic management, (2) medical care and social work,
(3) body care (e.g. hairdressers) and dry cleaners, (4) pedagogical activities, (5) catering and housekeeping, (6)
activities in the eld of culture, information, entertainment and sport, (7) other activities.
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Mean
Constant

Coecient
7.259
(0.004)

Prior experience in years
Prior experience2 · 10−3
Tenure in years
Tenure2 · 10−3
Years schooling
Supervisory position

a

Log rm size
Foreign worker - seasonal worker
Foreign worker - othera
Part-time: 50-90% employmenta
Part-time: 50-90% employment
BRS rma
Number of observations

a

a

9.814

0.023

(8.624)

(0.000)

170.682

−0.045

(264.525)

(0.001)

12.617

0.019

(10.033)

(0.000)

259.851

−0.214

(359.169)

(0.001)

12.359

0.075

(2.527)

(0.000)

0.312

0.192

(0.463)

(0.001)

6.858

0.029

(1.898)

(0.000)

0.005

-0.144

(0.067)

(0.009)

0.255

−0.026

(0.436)

(0.001)

0.028

−0.069

(0.166)

(0.004)

0.015

−0.104

(0.122)

(0.005)

0.036

0.076

(0.185)

(0.003)
185016

Adjusted R2

0.521

Note: the dependent variable is equal to the natural logarithm of the standardized monthly
wage.
a
dummy variables.

Table 9: Wage function including a dummy variable identifying workers active at
BRS rms.
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Coecient

p-Value

Accounting, Finance, Personnel

0.0757

0.000

Secretariat and Back Oce

0.1685

0.000

Other administrative jobs

0.0661

0.000

Logistics

0.1090

0.000

Consulting

0.0936

0.000

Purchases and sales of

0.1632

0.000

Sales of consumption goods and services

0.2589

0.000

Research and Development

0.0772

0.000

Analysis and Programming

0.1021

0.000

Planning, Construction, Design, Organization

−0.0168

0.084

Transportation and Shipping

−0.0225

0.121

Security services

−0.1416

0.000

Cleaning services

−0.0909

0.000

0.0761

0.000

raw materials and investment goods

All Tasks

The table shows the coecients of the interaction terms between BRS-rm and task dummies. The regressions include the same explanatory variables as in Table 9.

Table 10: Average wage dierential between workers active at BRS and at non-BRS
rms for dierent tasks.
shipping, a task which is physical and therefore quite easy to measure. In the case of security
and cleaning services, BRS rms actually pay less than non-BRS rms. These are also activities
which, in general, are easy to measure. Together, these results suggest that sorting of workers
is indeed taking place between BRS and non-BRS rms, but it is occurring only for workers
performing intellectual, hard-to-measure tasks.
It is interesting to compare these results with those in Abraham and Taylor [1]. In their
study of contracting out behavior, they nd evidence that contracting out for janitorial services
is positively related to the average level of wages in an establishment. For accounting and
computer services, on the other hand, the likelihood of contracting out is negatively related
to an establishment's wage level. Their interpretation is that internal equity constraints both
preclude high-wage establishments from paying low wages for peripheral, easily-monitored work,
and preclude low-wage establishments from paying high wages for highly skilled work even when
it may be attractive to do so. The picture that emerges from Table 10 is consistent with this
interpretation. In the context of our model, wage compression is also the underlying factor
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leading to outsourcing, but it is not driven by equity considerations. Rather, wage compression
occurs in salary rms because of their inability to measure workers' output at low cost. As a
result, it would not be protable for them to attempt to hire high-productivity workers. In the
Abraham and Taylor study, outsourcing occurs because of wage compression between dierent
types of jobs (i.e., based on observables ), while in the model considered here, it is driven by
salary rms' wage compression within the same type of job, i.e. because of unobservables.
Although disentangling these two potential explanations  equity or measurement costs 
based on a comparison of average wage levels is dicult, the fact that the proportion of incentive
pay is signicantly higher at BRS rms does suggest that sorting plays a role for their emergence.
Furthermore, if equity considerations were the only driver of outsourcing practices, then income
dispersion at BRS and non-BRS rms should be comparable. The next section shows that this
is not the case.

4.2.5 Cross-Sectional Income Variation
The sorting model predicts that workers employed in BRS rms should have a compensation
which has higher cross-sectional variation than those active at non-BRS rms. In order to test
this prediction, the standard error of the wage function residuals for BRS and non-BRS workers
around their respective means is computed. The respective values of 0.2967 and 0.2541 suggest
2
2
that income variation is sizably larger at BRS rms. The quotient σBRS
/σNon-BRS
follows an F

distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of observations in both samples minus
unity (6,581 and 178,433, respectively). The quotient value of 1.354 is statistically signicant
at the 5% level.

4.2.6 Worker Age Distributions and Age Prole of the Wage Dierential
In order to test the hypothesis that workers employed in BRS rms tend to be younger than
those in other rms, we compute the age distribution both for workers in BRS rms and those
in non-BRS rms. If the hypothesis is true, then the cumulative age distributions of workers
in BRS rms should lie to the left of that of workers in non-BRS rms. Whether such is the
case can be tested using standard procedures. Figure 6 depicts the age distribution of workers
active in BRS and in non-BRS rms. Overall, BRS rms employ a larger proportion of young
workers than non-BRS rms. A Smirnov-Kolmogorov test that the age of BRS rm workers is
lower than that of non-BRS rm workers yields a highly signicant χ22 value of 77.55. These
results thus suggest that some migration of workers from BRS rms to non-BRS rms is indeed
taking place through time as worker productivity is revealed.
Further insights into the nature of worker ows can be gained by looking at the age prole of
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Figure 6: Age distribution for workers in BRS and in non-BRS rms.
the wage dierence between both groups of workers. Recall that the model predicts that, when
the payo to eort is high, hard-working employees will not switch to salary rms as their
productivity is revealed, and the wage dierential will therefore increase with age. The age
earnings proles reported in Figure 7 suggest that such is the case. Wage functions including
the interaction of the BRS dummy variable and age as an additional regressor yield the same
conclusion, with a coecient value of 0.00190 and a highly statistically signicant t-value of
6.501. Thus, the picture that emerges from the wage data is consistent with the notion that
eort is important in BRS rms and only few workers switch to non-BRS rms after their
productivity has been revealed.

5 Conclusion
When measurement costs dier among rms, only rms with low measurement costs use performance pay. Because productive workers choose to work at performance pay rms and their
compensation reects their individual productivity, both the level and variability of compensation are higher at performance pay rms than at salary rms. Furthermore, as time passes
and workers' productivity is measured by performance pay rms, it becomes at least partially
observable to salary rms through the amount of compensation these workers receive. As a
result, some workers switch from performance pay rms to salary rms as their productivity is
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Figure 7: Log wages for workers in BRS and in non-BRS rms.
revealed. Which workers switch depends on the payo from eort. When this payo is high,
hard-working workers do not switch and the wage dierential between performance pay and
salary rms increases with age. When it is low, even hard-working workers switch once their
productivity has been measured and the wage dierential decreases with age. As a result, there
is a relationship between the strength of worker ows from performance pay to salary rms and
the age prole of the wage dierential between performance pay and salary rms.
An empirical analysis of the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey data conrms the model's
predictions: After controlling for observables, workers active at performance pay rms earn
on average about 10% more than workers active at salary rms and the variability of their
compensation is higher. The distribution of worker age at salary and performance pay rms is
quite similar, suggesting that the ows from performance pay rms to salary rms taking place
through time are relatively weak. Consistent with this result, the wage dierential between
both groups of rms is strongly increasing in workers' age.
Because they are much more specialized than diversied corporations, business related service
(BRS) rms have lower measurement costs, which constitute a rationale for their emergence.
Data from the 1998 Swiss Wage Structure Survey conrm this interpretation: BRS rms make
a much wider use of performance pay than other rms. After controlling for observables, their
workers have compensation that is on average about 8% higher than that at non-BRS rms.
The wage dierential tends to be higher for intellectual tasks which are hard to measure and
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zero or even negative for some physical tasks which are easier to measure. Furthermore, workers
at BRS rms exhibit a compensation that is more variable than workers at non-BRS rms and
tend to be younger. Finally, the wage dierential between BRS and non-BRS rms is increasing
in age, suggesting that the payo of eort is large for those workers.
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